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The Jewellery Channel Gives Customers Beautiful Free Present this Tuesday

TJC customers will be delighted with their early Christmas present today – a lovely charm
bracelet complete with captivating glass beads.

(PRWEB UK) 13 November 2012 -- As the festive season is fast approaching, many people will already be
busy shopping for their friends and family. The Jewellery Channel(TJC) has decided however that their
customers deserve a present ahead of time – they have gathered together a collection of free gifts to spread
some early Christmas cheer as well to thank their fan base for their loyalty.

Running throughout Tuesday 13 November until midnight, while stocks last TJC will be giving each lucky
customer an eye-catching silvertone charm bracelet with beautiful glass beads in either blue, red or the multi-
coloured variety. These elegant bracelets are just the ticket for adding flair to any outfit.

Each customer who makes a purchase on Tuesday will be entitled to their free gift - the full Present Giveaway
details will be posted on ShoppingTelly.com, including Terms & Conditions.

With a popular TV network that broadcasts to over 30 million homes in Britain and the Republic of Ireland
alone, plus their website which allows people to conveniently narrow their search for jewellery using criteria
such as gem weight (carats), metal, price range and brand, TJC have become a trusted house-hold name.

Particularly in these challenging economic times when Britons are stretched to spend money on luxury items,
The Jewellery Channel have gained a reputation for retailing quality merchandise that is surprisingly less
expensive than High Street prices.

They are able to deliver such refreshingly affordable jewellery as part of a respected conglomerate that
handcrafts many of their designer items to effectively cut out ‘the Middleman’.

TJC’s online platform is also known for having the world’s largest selection of gemstones for customers to
choose from. In addition, their wealth of different collections ensures they have jewellery to suit every taste –
from classic to contemporary.

The Jewellery Channel carry their own exclusive brands such as Iliana, J. Francis, Karis and Rhapsody, while
also showcasing designer brands that are increasingly being seen at celebrity events, including Lucy Q, Rachel
Galley and Swarovski Elements.

Furthermore, TJC’s website offers a dedicated Gifts section where Christmas shoppers can conveniently target
their choices by selecting jewellery according to gender and cost bracket, while their Live Auctions section
allows customers to register for free and start bidding with as little as £1 for the chance to get their hands on
luxury steals that could cost as much as £700.

CEO of The Jewellery Channel, Sri Burugapalli, commented on their Tuesday Gift Giveaway: “Budgets are
tighter for most people this festive season, so we wanted to give our customers something to put a smile on
their faces. Thanks to their continued loyalty and support for both our TV channels and our website, we are able
to consistently supply outstanding jewellery at affordable prices. TJC is always looking to give our customers
that something extra, so this Tuesday present is a token of our on-going efforts and sincere appreciation.”
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Contact Information
Mike Wall
The Jewellery Channel
http://www.thejewellerychannel.tv/
0844 375 2525

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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